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EDITORS' MESSAGE

SWITCHIN’ TO GLIDE

Here at Mountain Life Rockies HQ, we relish the opportunity to gear down from the hectic pace of 
summer that had us waking at dawn to find campsites (Refresh! Refresh! Refresh!) and cramming every 
last bit of adventure into the too-few, long, sunny days. 
 Shoulder season hit different this year—as we write this, we’re still on our bikes and climbing in the 
Rockies deep into October. Weird, right? As much fun as it’s been, the lack of snow and warm temps also 
feel like a guilty pleasure. “We’ll take it!” we say sheepishly, knowing we are in part responsible for the 
shifting of seasonal timelines.
 Now comes the season when the pressure’s off. The trees are bare. The rock is cold, and the snow 
is not yet piling up in amounts significant enough to ski. The howling wind that blows fall and then winter 
into our valleys heralds the impermanence of the seasons, of the natural world—heck, of our lives! Don’t 
get too comfortable they say: change is the only constant, after all.
 This issue is all about catching that drift: from surfing a moonlit river to making a spiritual offering 
to Îyâmnathka, old limits and ways of thinking are disappearing like smoke and are being replaced with 
possibility and open heartedness. We may mourn the changing state of ice in these mountains, while also 
being grateful for the chance to explore and enjoy it in its full, awe-demanding glory. Let your work slide 
for a while and join us here where we’re cutting pow turns under the full moon with the gang in Lunaski 
and following Christina Lustenberger’s torn-up ponytail for a hell of a ride across the country. 
 As mountain people, we do our best to roll with it, the transient flow of people and seasons passing 
through our lives. We meet people for a reason, a season or (in the rare case) a lifetime, they say. 
Embrace the drift. Welcome it into your world this winter. Wake up, inhale and see where the day takes 
you. Witness the pace of life slow as moments float at you unaccounted for. 
 We’ll be out there grinning and bouncing around the unknown with you. 

Brad Schalles leads the Party Shred at Mica Heli Skiing.  ZOYA LYNCH
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BEHIND THE PHOTO

Location: Kananaskis, Alberta
Photographer: Paul Manning-Hunter
Surfer: David Manning

Just as the sun was setting, my brother and I made a short hike through crunchy early-winter 
snow to a wave called “The Mountain” on the Kananaskis River. While David got ready to surf, 
I put my camera gear in a drybag and swam to the other side. To capture the stars I needed a 
long exposure, but to capture David I needed something quicker. So I set up my camera on a 
tripod in the river, opened the shutter and climbed up an icy rock with a strobe light in order 
to freeze him in motion—which at minus ten degrees Celsius was not something he needed 
any help with. 

The hike back to the car was slippery in frozen booties and it wasn’t until we were well on our 
way home that our wetsuit zippers thawed enough to unzip. 

SURFING “THE MOUNTAIN” 
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 GEORGI SILCKERODT

KNOW YOUR NEIGHBOUR

words :: Corrie DiManno

Canmore environmentalist Shannon Ripley is one of a ‘rind.’ A soil 
scientist with a soft spot for community composting, she’s done 
heaps to help enrich the Bow Valley since moving to the mountains 
in 2015. From promoting citizen engagement as board chair of Bow 
Valley Climate Action (BVCA) to pedalling home uphill with her two 
little ones, Oliver, 6, and Edith, 4, and groceries in tow (even in 
winter), Shannon keeps her focus on empowering people when it 
comes to saving the planet.
 “There are so many solutions, and we can make a difference 
if we all work together,” says Shannon of making climate action 
accessible and achievable. “But we have to make it easy and 
meet people where they are. It’s motivating to work on solutions 
that contribute to a positive social fabric, and towards addressing 
community needs.”
 She suggests a lot can be done without having to scrape too far 
below the surface. For instance, shifting how people move around 
within their communities is an everyday win. 
 “It’s generally cheaper, and it’s better for the environment,” she 
says of walking, biking, and taking transit. 
 Before her husband Brian’s job as a community development 
engineer brought them to Canmore, they met and lived in Yellowknife, 
Northwest Territories, where they loved to start a portage or hike 
right from their back door. While there, among a lengthy list of 
accomplishments, Shannon provided technical support to communities 
developing composting programs and laid the groundwork for a 
Northwest Territories waste resource management strategy.
 “Even in a place without soil, I’d see people get excited and curious 
about composting. People didn’t realize how easy it could be for the 
community to compost, regardless of Yellowknife’s cold climate.”
 Canmore knows a thing or two about cold climates as well, so 
Shannon was happy to lend her time and talent as a volunteer among 
a group of citizens who were encouraging the Town of Canmore to 
recycle organics. 

 “I love seeing people walking around town with their kitchen 
bins, and I’m glad to see the Town has already expanded the number 
of organics bins. People were ready, but sometimes it just takes time 
for things to happen.”
 Unless of course she’s talking about climate action. What started 
as folks discussing a United Nations report in someone’s living room 
in 2018 has become the BVCA. Since then, they’ve been able to 
secure grants for webinars (#pandemiclife) on a range of topics which 

has helped to exemplify their big goal: creating a positive, collective 
conversation around supporting the climate action plans of Banff 
and Canmore—because, says Shannon, “The onus is not just on the 
municipalities to do the work, it’s on all of us.”
 That’s the thing about Shannon, she’s ready to find the gaps, be 
non-judgmental in her approach, and then naturally model the path 
for others to follow. Her talents don’t end there either. She’s fluent in 
Spanish from working on her Master of Science thesis on sustainable 
livestock grazing in the Jujuy Model Forest of Northwestern 
Argentina. She also learned how to play the fiddle at the age of 28 
in a Yellowknife church basement. And, she’s known for hugging 
anything that moves. 
 Whether she’s adventuring with her family or digging in the 
garden at home, you can find Shannon spending time outside. She 
has fun seeing the world through her son’s inquisitive eyes, and her 
daughter’s joyful spirit buoys her, which makes for a really nice  
Ripley effect. 

The Talented Ms. Ripley

We have to make it easy and meet people where 

they are. It’s motivating to work on solutions that 

contribute to a positive social fabric, and towards 

addressing community needs. – Shannon Ripley
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Killing  
    it Softly

Ski mountaineer Christina Lustenberger is blazing 
a smoking trail of first descents with a quiet but 

effervescent style that makes the terrifying look easy.

Lusti skiing powder in the Revelstoke 
backcountry. The prominent peak in the 
background is the iconic Mount Cartier 
(2,600m).  MATTIAS FREDRIKSSON

words :: Kevin Hjertaas
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G etting your hair caught in a pulley is the opening of a good comedy scene—unless you’re dangling 
from a rope halfway up an ice cliff in the remote British Columbia interior. Christina “Lusti” 
Lustenberger laughs when she retells the story now, but it’s only funny to other twisted alpinists.   

      “That was actually really fucking sketchy. I was fully schnitzeled,” she admits.
 Lusti and her ski-mountaineering partners had been on the go for almost 12 hours at that point. They 
were trying to move quickly through a dangerous part of a radical first-descent route when her long, curly 
brown hair went from flowing in the wind to jamming between her rope and mechanical ascender. Unable to 
move up or down, she was completely stuck in a bad spot. “I was putting my full body weight on my hair, and 
it wasn’t coming out,” she recalls. 
 It’s comically rare for hairstyles to impact mountaineering, but before anyone could chuckle about it, Lusti 
would need to find a way to get free.  



N O  S U C H  T H I N G  A S  A  M I N O R  D E T A I L
O B S E S S I V E  D E S I G N

17TH AVE MARKET MALLCHINOOK CENTRE WEST EDMONTON MALL

@arcteryx.alberta
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Ski mountaineering at its outer limits—the edge defining what is possible to ski and survive—has always 
been celebrated for what it is: a serious pursuit. The heroes climbing and riding impossibly steep and 
dangerous mountains have become a large part of skiing lore. In North America, characters like Doug Coombs, 
Chris Landry, and Doug Ward will have their stories recounted for generations. Collectively, these tales create 
an image of what this type of skiing looks like and what type of person leads the charge. It all looked very 
solemn, hard—grim even—until Christina Lustenberger.

 A grizzled hardass pits themselves against a cold, unforgiving mountain, battling the 
elements upward until the climax when the hero sets their jaw, risks it all with a grimace and 
points their skis downhill. That cliché looks nothing like Lustenberger’s photos and videos. 
Those depict her and her friends smiling and laughing while skiing with impeccable style and 
high-fiving in matching, colourful, puffy jackets.
 Of course, behind the pretty pictures is the same gruelling training regimen, deep 
motivation and all the requisite cold-mountain suffering; skiing bold first descents demands 
this of its practitioners. And over the past few years, no one has put up as many impressive 
ski lines as Lusti. She has earned the figurative crown worn by those past heroes, but there’s 
a subtle difference in how she wears it. Her combination of uncompromising alpinism and 

giggling irreverence makes that cutting edge look fun.
 “It’s supposed to be fun, right?” she says with a shrug as she paces the Revelstoke, BC home she shares 
with husband, Mike Verwey. She’s packing for an August ski trip to Chile and trying to explain how, when 
paired with the right partner, a team’s capabilities and attitudes can align in a perfect synergy to expand their 
comfort zone. “With that [skill and experience] comes a lightness while moving through the most difficult 
terrain,” she says.
 Her most recent first descent, the Polar Moon Couloir on Baffin Island, highlights that phenomenon. 
Lusti and favourite ski partner Brette Harrington (see recent movie, The Alpinist, for an idea of her climbing 
resumé) saw the line from a plane last spring and were instantly drawn to it. The 1,200-metre chute that 
cleaves the Walker Citadel looks like death on a stick to most skiers, but it’s also alluring in a haunting way; 
 a deep, vertical ribbon of white framed by dark rock walls, interrupted at its midpoint by a 160-metre ice cliff.  

It’s serious, but if 

it’s not fun, why 

would you go back 

and do it over and 

over again?

Lusti and Brette Harrington climbing a couloir up the Frigg Tower.  STEVE SHANNON. INSET Lusti.  MING POON



Lusti charging Polar Moon Couloir, Baffin Island. INSET Polar Moon from afar. 
Encircled is the area shown in the main image.  JORDAN MANOUKIAN
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 “We were so far away from any type of rescue or help. We were out there,” recounts Lusti. “It’s a gnarly 
line, but things were going well. We climbed the ascent couloir, built an anchor to rappel in, and skied the 
hanging face above the serac ice. When we got to the ice, it was business time. Then on the second rappel, 
our rope got stuck, and all of a sudden we felt this huge blow from the weight and reality of where we were 
and how cruxy the situation was.” 
 They still had another 45-metres below them to get to the exit couloir. Their solution to the tension? 
Smile at each other and break it down into little steps. “We cut our rope into two 10-metre sections and did 
four mini rappels,” says Lusti. “Stuck on this crazy chunk of mountain, exposed to a lot of risk, we were just 
hanging off this anchor we’d built and laughing at each other. We were hour-whatever into the effort and out 
of water, and just giggling and getting through it.”
 They were smiling but they recognized how critical the situation was. “For sure, we have to be proficient 
and get ourselves out of the mess we’d gotten into, but together we make a strong team. And I think with 
that sort of trust you can add an element of fun in these crazy landscapes. It’s serious, but if it’s not fun, why 
would you go back and do it over and over again?” 
 When one spends 30 years dedicated to a sport, they earn the confidence to enjoy such challenges.

Born in Invermere in 1984, Lusti grew up ski racing at Panorama Mountain 
Resort where her parents owned the ski shop known to everyone as, of course, 
“Lusti’s.” From that little local club, she trained and worked her way right to 
the Canadian National Team and the 2006 Turin Olympic Games—adding a 
top-ten finish at a World Cup giant slalom in Germany. She’d reached the upper 
echelon of the racing world, but Lusti was just getting started in skiing.
 Having accrued multiple knee injuries, she retired from racing and moved 
to Revelstoke, where she turned her focus to backcountry skiing. Freeski icon 
Eric Hjorleifson recalls Lusti’s early backcountry winters: “I remember hanging 
out in Revy and watching her ski her way through all the core skiers in town. 
She’d go out with these people and ski them into the ground. Then they’d have 
to take time off to recover, and Lusti would move on to the next group. She’s relentless. She loves the grind.”
 Lusti’s pace was relentless, but also measured. She knew not to rush it when absorbing the lessons of safe 
mountain travel. Six years after leaving racing behind, Lusti earned her ACMG ski guide qualifications; another 
career path for most skiers that includes avalanche, first aid and guiding courses, work practicums and exams 
spread out over a few years. At the same time she was preparing to start a new career as a guide, the ski 
media had also started to take notice of her smooth, capable and impressive skiing. 
 Many ex-racers try freeskiing for the cameras, but their style, developed on icy slopes, often doesn’t always 
translate well to film. Hjorleifson watched Lusti master this aspect of the sport. “She has a polished technique, 
very strong with a lot of power, but she’s been able to adapt that and become efficient and very smooth. She 
still maintains the strength in her turns, but she doesn’t look like a racer—she’s adapted to the environment.”
 Sherpas Cinema saw the same thing and featured Lusti in their film, Children of the Columbia. It earned 
her a nomination for Female Athlete of the Year at the 2019 Powder Awards, the kind of recognition sponsored 
skiers build entire careers on. She's also become a staple in Teton Gravity Research's annual ski film, 
cementing her place as one of the sport’s best and most recognized athletes.
 Most pro skiers would be content putting out a film segment every year that keeps sponsors happy 
and fans watching. But Lusti has always been drawn to ski mountaineering, where rope work and technical 
climbing are required. Hjorleifson admires that. “She’s so motivated on her own goals and ambitions with ski 
mountaineering that she doesn’t fit into the mold of a normal pro skier. She just does exactly what she wants 
to do, and in a way, that’s why she’s the best.”
 So, in what seems to be a fourth act after racing, guiding and movie skiing, Lusti is combining her fitness, 
mountain skills and skiing technique and taking it to where her heart is—amongst steep, rocky, glaciated 
peaks. In recent years, she’s teamed up with professional climber and closet skier Harrington to push steep 
skiing into bold new realms; the duo can climb things skiers can’t, and ski things climbers can’t, collectively 
blowing minds in both worlds. 
 One of those blown minds belongs to freeskier Cody Townsend, the biggest name in backcountry skiing 
these days with his The Fifty YouTube series. “Lusti is one of the best ski mountaineers in the world; in North 
America she might be the best,” says Townsend. “The lines she’s skiing first are aesthetic but with such a high 
degree of difficulty that she’s leading ice climbing pitches with skis on her back. Only a few people in the world 
are doing what she’s doing.”  

Of course, behind the pretty 

pictures is the same gruelling 

training regimen, deep 

motivation and all the requisite 

cold-mountain suffering; skiing 

bold first descents demands 

this of its practitioners.
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 A perfect example of this cutting edge ski mountaineering was Lusti and Harrington’s 2021 descent of the 
Gold Card Couloir. The line dangles between Mount Burnham and Mount Grady in BC’s Monashee Mountains 
like an ice-age, mountain-sized snotsickle. It’s a line for skiers to fantasize about but never actually ski. Just to 
reach the base of the 800-metre couloir, the team—Lusti, Harrington and Andrew McNabb—had to drive 45 
minutes up logging roads, ride snow machines for over an hour with all their gear, then ski tour for two hours. 
Their first attempt ended halfway up when spooky ice conditions turned them around, and they had to reverse 
their efforts to get home by 7:00 p.m. 
 After a day recovering and eating massive amounts of cheesecake, they again left early, determined 
to make the descent a reality. The subsequent pictures and videos—seen across all major climbing and 
skiing media outlets—could trick one into thinking it was easy: Lusti smiling at the top, coiling a rope around 
her leopard-print neck tube with light reflecting off her Oakley goggles and shiny North Face down, or her 
powerful, perfectly balanced turns on the narrow snow between jagged rock and blue ice. Lusti’s Instagram 
caption only adds to the image, “Cute and Cold. In that order.”
 Which returns us to the moment when “cute” had a cost that left Lusti dangling from her hair and that 
rope. Stalled halfway up the couloir and struggling to find a way out of the jam, she wracked her brain for a 
solution. “I was really stuck, and we had no time. So, I took out my V-threader with the little knife blade on it 
and cut three inches of hair out of my Micro Traxion.” 
 The ordeal put the crew further behind on what was already a dangerously long day. “We had to redline 
the upper pitch and push on the descent. When we finally skied it all down to the lake, it was time to turn on 
headlamps. We still had to ski out to the sleds and ride back to the trucks in the dark.”
 The Gold Card Couloir was a significant accomplishment, but it was just one of five notable first descents 
that season for Lusti—the kind of annual output that has become standard for her. But more than the volume 
of descents, it’s how she makes the terrifying look easy that has earned her the respect of her peers. 
 There’s no gold medal handed out for skiing the scariest, most impressive lines, but those involved in the 
sport seem happy to pass the proverbial crown to Lusti and see where she’ll take it. 

Gold Card line.  STEVE SHANNON

The line dangles between Mount 

Burnham and Mount Grady in BC’s 

Monashee Mountains like an ice-age, 

mountain-sized snotsickle.
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Tyson Rettie skiing blind on the Escargot Glacier.
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The Braille Mountain Initiative brings the 
visually impaired to the backcountry.

 Out of the 

Darkness

words and photos :: Steve Shannon

Whack! Prickly needles and the coarse bark of a tree branch slide 
across my face as I stumble forward. I guess I’m not on the skin track 
anymore. Suddenly I feel ski tips digging into the back of my legs and 
the sound of laughter from Matty Chessor, our guide. He’s struggling 
as much as I am. I wipe sweat from my face and we slowly back up 
to figure out where the skin track is. Why can’t we find the skin track, 
you ask?  Well, we’re blindfolded—not the best way to go ski touring, 
but we’re trying to feel what our guests experience every day. We’re 
at Sorcerer Lodge, spending a week with Tyson Rettie and the Braille 
Mountain Initiative (BMI)—a non-profit dedicated to helping the blind 
and visually impaired get involved in backcountry mountain sports. 
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Tyson and I met more than a decade ago when we both worked 
in the mechanized ski industry. Tyson went on to become a fully-
certified ski guide, which led him to heli-skiing in the BC interior and 
a brief stint working in China trying to start the first cat and heli-ski 
operations there. He spent many winters working at Great Canadian 
Heli-Skiing, which shares part of their tenure with Sorcerer Lodge. In 
2018, Tyson started losing his vision due to a rare genetic condition. 
By 2019, he was legally blind, having no central vision and limited 
blurry shapes in his peripheral vision.
 Though devastated by the loss of his vision and career, Tyson 
didn’t quit. His love of backcountry skiing is strong, and thanks to a 
dedicated group of friends he was able to figure out how to get back 
out on the snow. In May 2020, Tyson founded the Braille Mountain 
Initiative and now splits his time between working for Avalanche 
Canada and running the BMI. For this trip to Sorcerer Lodge, he’s 
taking five visually-impaired participants for a week of backcountry 
ski touring as well as teaching them the Avalanche Canada AST 1 
course. The goal of the BMI isn’t just to take participants on trips, it’s 
to give them the skills to be able to continue recreating on their own.
 Each participant has a visually-abled ski buddy to help them, 
plus there are two qualified ski guides to safely guide the group 
in complex glaciated terrain. Group ski experience varies from 
Mark Bentz and Sylvia Parente, two Paralympians with decades of 
experience, to Ross Stanlick, who thought he had signed up for a 
heli-skiing trip and had never ski toured before. Ian Brown and Amy 
Tabata, the other two participants, have ski toured in the past but 
haven’t since losing their vision. 

 After a quick helicopter flight into the lodge, the trip starts with 
an introduction to avalanche safety and companion rescue. Using an 
avalanche transceiver, shovel, and probe is a different experience 
without vision. Digital transceivers are the modern standard, but 
most don’t offer an analog mode and only one, the Barryvox Pulse, 
is able to be switched into analog mode without navigating a series 
of menus on a screen. The analog mode lets the user listen to audio 
signals to home in on the buried transceiver signal. Tyson is getting 
some support from Barryvox and hopes in the future they will offer a 
firmware update to the newer Barryvox S transceiver to allow it to be 
switched into analog mode more easily. 
 Tyson’s ingenuity and determination are amazing. He continues 
to figure out ways to adapt the sport and its equipment to work with 
his visual impairment. He passes on this knowledge and experience 
to the rest of the group and the improvement throughout the week 
is incredible. Our first short ski tour is filled with lots of questions 
and fumbling with equipment. Backcountry skiing and the equipment 
required is definitely set up for the visually abled, but fresh mountain 
air, exercise, and challenge benefits everyone. With practice, 
everyone figures out their equipment and over the week we progress 
into bigger terrain and further objectives.  
 The wide-open glaciers, easily accessible from the lodge, make 
Sorcerer an ideal place for a trip like this. Skiing in the trees is d 
angerous for the visually impaired, but alpine and glaciated slopes 
are perfect. As we get more comfortable, some of the participants 
are even able to make turns without the assistance of their ski buddy. 
Beyond ski touring, we spend time digging snow pits, learning about  

Backcountry 

skiing and the 

equipment

required is 

definitely set up 

for the visually 

abled, but 

fresh mountain 

air, exercise, 

and challenge 

benefits 

everyone.

Tyson Rettie teaching Mark and Ross about snow densities and layers in a test profile.
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companion rescue, evaluating terrain and making group decisions.
All five participants received their certificates for completing the 
Avalanche Skills Training (AST) 1 course, only the second visually-
impaired group to do so.
 Later in the week, most of the helpers try to skin blindfolded from 
the base of the ski runs back up to the lodge. It starts by climbing up 
a steep moraine, then winds through the trees up to the lodge. It’s a 
relatively simple climb, but with a blindfold on becomes much, much 
harder. We learn to drag our feet and skis, feeling for the uphill edge 
of the skin track. It’s disorienting and physically taxing. The 200-metre 
climb back to the lodge feels like a thousand metres, and I’m thoroughly 
exhausted by the time we reach the deck. It’s enlightening, and my 
respect for Tyson and our participants grows that much deeper.
 On the final day, we head out for our biggest objective of the 
trip, Escargot. The aptly named rock formation towers above the 
lodge, splitting the Nordic and Escargot glaciers. After climbing steep 
moraines, we move on to the glacier where we navigate around 
crevasses and seracs. To get to the summit, we have to bootpack the 

final 30 metres. With some short roping from our guides, we safely 
climb to the summit. The view is incredible, but for our participants 
it’s about so much more. Losing your vision is isolating and can lead 
to darkness, both literally and figuratively. Unemployment rates 
amongst the blind are extremely high, and even going out and 
getting groceries becomes a frustrating exercise. To head out into the 
mountains, into a backcountry wilderness, under your own power is 
liberating.  It’s not just about skiing, it’s about freedom. 
 Tyson and BMI’s goal is to make the backcountry more 
accessible to the visually impaired, but they’re surpassing that 
objective. He’s giving the visually impaired the tools to move forward, 
empowering them to try new things, and regain their freedom. 

Special thanks to Mike and Cara, owners of Sorcerer Lodge and 
their staff Spencer and Megan for the hospitality; Matty for guiding; 
the volunteers: Harry, Nick, Laura, Alex and Lorenzo; and all of the 
sponsors and donors for helping support this trip and the Braille 
Mountain Initiative.

LEFT TO RIGHT Tyson Rettie, founder of Braille Mountain Initiative; Sylvia Parente, Italian paralympic gold medallist, 100% blind since birth; Ian Brown; Amy Tabada; Mark Bentz; Ross Stanlick.

Tyson Rettie blind skiing from the summit of Escargot at Sorcerer Lodge.
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Barry Blanchard with Îyâmnathka behind.  GEORGI SILCKERODT
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words :: Nicole Fougère 

“Everything is alive,” says mountaineering legend, Barry Blanchard, 
as he sits watching the slanted evening sun write in silver across the 
surface of Policeman’s Creek in Canmore. 
 Barry is a mountain lover, an ACMG mountain guide, a father, 
a friend. Though he is often described by his mountaineering 
achievements, it is his deep relationship with the mountains and his 
belief in their sentience that best defines him. Barry’s Métis heritage 
permeates his world view and his faith in the aliveness around him. 
 Mount Yamnuska is where Barry cut his teeth as a young 
mountaineer. “I definitely have the strongest connection with the 
mountain Îyâmnathka,” he pronounces the name reverently with 
four syllables, Ee-yum-NOTH-ka, in the way his Stoney Nakoda 
friends taught him. “It’s where I learned to climb. It’s my mother 
stone. I commonly will offer tobacco towards the sky, the ground and 
the four cardinal directions—and to my heart, and make an honest 
offering of tobacco to request permission to be on that mountain.”
 Asking permission from the land comes in many forms. Land 
acknowledgements have become part of regular work practice 
in Canada, in email signatures and at public events. And yet it is 
inherently impossible to acknowledge the breadth of history of the 
land in just a few sentences. 
 “Time immemorial,” Barry says with a smile. “Four billion years is 
a long time. It is hard for us to wrap our wee little noggins around it. 
We are just drops in the ocean. Our time is just so quick compared to 
a lot of the other beings that are here.” 
 In asking for permission, asking for safety and well-being, Barry 

understands that to ask is not always to receive. “The celestial beings 
or the ancients, whatever we want to call them, are not all good.”
 Like many mountaineers, Barry has faced loss and injury during 
his time in the mountains, which lead him to co-found the trauma 
support group, Mountain Muskox (see sidebar). “I was speaking with 
a young guy who had just passed all his guiding exams. I talked 
about my guiding career and pointed out that there is a dark side. 
Thankfully, the dark days are few. If you stay in this profession long 
enough, however, the darkness is going to come. That side can be 
very unforgiving or not considerate of human existence.” 

 Barry often opens Mountain Muskox meetings with a land 
acknowledgment and a smudge. “I like to acknowledge the 
signatories of Treaty 7, including the Métis, for taking care of this 
land,” he says. “This land is a complex, interrelated, living, breathing, 
talking, feeling system. We are learning more every day, but we still 
have a lot to learn.” 
 Policeman’s Creek was the traditional wintering grounds for the 
Îyârhe Nakoda, the Stoney Nakoda people. Many generations lived 
and thrived there. Perhaps they sat looking at sun sparkles, just like 
Barry. 

Tobacco for Îyâmnathka
How one mountain guide honours his roots through traditional Indigenous ceremonies, humbly 
asking the mountains to safeguard his adventures.

MOUNTAIN MUSKOX 
 
Barry, together with alpinist, Sarah Hueniken, co-founded the support network, Mountain 
Muskox. Mountain Muskox provides safe, supportive, professional and peer facilitated circles 
for anyone who has experienced loss or trauma in the mountains.
 If you or someone you know has gone through a traumatic event and needs support, 
please reach out to mountainmuskox@gmail.com. mountainmuskox.com

I commonly will offer tobacco towards the sky, the 

ground and the four cardinal directions—and to my 

heart, and make an honest offering of tobacco to 

request permission to be on that mountain.
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words :: Will Gadd 
photos :: Peter Hoang

There’s a moment in every race when you have to dig deeper, ask 
more of yourself and your team, and push through the pain to 
beat the opposition. I just don’t expect those moments in the soul-
stilling winter solitude of the Canadian Rockies, especially while 
guiding ice climbs.
 Our race started even before the hike to the climb, when we 
saw a set of taillights ahead of us on the rough off-road track 
through snow and frozen rubble into “The Ghost.” Another set of 
headlights used to be a good thing in The Ghost because if you get 
stuck in one of the creek crossings or truck-eating drifts, another 
vehicle is useful to pull you out. But not anymore—we needed to 
be first to the climb! I pressed the climate-killer pedal harder and 
let the suspension grunt and howl with the blows until I had the 
taillights in my crosshairs. My guest for the day looked alternately 
thrilled and terrified as she held onto the door handle for dear life. 
The pass was going to be intense.
 The reason for the Mad Max driving is simple: ice climbing in 
the Canadian Rockies has increased dramatically, and getting to 
the more popular—and even the more obscure—routes is now often 
an arms race of ever-earlier starts and, sometimes, suspension 
capability. There used to be so few people climbing in such a 
massive area that I didn’t consider the possibility of getting scooped 
on all but the most popular routes—but that is ancient history. 

THE  
CANADIAN  
ARMS  
RACE
The Canadian Rockies have become one of the 
only reliable places on the planet to climb ice, 
and mountaineers from across the globe are 
heading here to swing their tools.

Adam Bidwell on one of the upper ice pitches of the iconic “Polar Circus” WI5 on the Icefields Parkway.
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 The big change is that rock climbing, the gateway drug of 
climbing, has exploded in popularity thanks to gyms and mainstream 
movies like Free Solo. There isn’t a major city or even a decent-sized 
town in North America without a climbing gym or six. And they 
are packed. And once people are climbers, they tend to start trying 
weirder versions of it, like ice climbing.
 Sexy social media images, videos and blogs have made ice 
climbing pop up in our media streams like never before. When there 
was only print media, ice climbing exposure was limited. I used to 
literally dance when I saw an ice climbing picture in print, it was so 
rare. Now, we have purpose-built ice climbing parks from China to 
Chile to Colorado. Similar to climbing gyms or play parks for kayaking, 
people can try ice climbing in a friendly, low-stress atmosphere, get 
stoked, and try the “real thing” somewhere. A few years ago, I visited 
China to ice climb, and found a massive ice park I’d never heard of. 
It was packed, and when the guides heard I was from Canada they 
immediately asked how to run trips there… And now they do.
 At the same time the number of ice climbers is exploding, the 
number of places to do the “real thing” is imploding, mainly due to 
climate change. Most of the major ice festivals in Europe don’t run 
anymore. The natural ice simply isn’t as reliable as it was even 25 
years ago. Many of the XC ski races in Europe are now held at higher 
elevation venues for the same reason or have moved farther north. 

The glaciers that used to be popular summer ski areas in the Alps 
don’t hold enough snow. These are not abstract points on a graph, 
this is the new normal. But the Canadian Rockies are an exception, 
and the world is figuring it out.

 You might think climate change would be bad for ice climbing 
in the Rockies, but we’re far enough north that the small rise in 
temperature has generally been positive for waterfall ice climbing. 
The snowpack is less facetted (lower avalanche hazard), we get 
more “melt-freeze” days to make ice, and let’s face it, it’s a lot more 
pleasant to climb ice at minus ten than minus 30-degrees Celsius. We 
get fewer massive cold spells, and that also makes the ice better. In 
fact, climate change so far has improved our ice climbing.
 The problem is that the rest of the world has received the memo 
and ice climbers are now coming to Canada in droves. Occasionally 
this overcrowding results in humorous to near-lethal situations. When 
climbers and guides race to routes, and then climb under and over each 
other, it can be dangerous as falling ice can hurt or kill someone.  

At the same time the number of ice climbers is 

exploding, the number of places to do the “real 

thing” is imploding, mainly due to climate change.

Michelle Kadatz follows up the crux pitch during the second ascent of “Zeitgeist” M7- WI5R on Mount Bell.
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A few of us put together an “Ice Climber’s Code” similar to the 
“Skier’s Code” to help people share routes, but often on-ice education 
is needed. We’ve all had to get a lot better at communicating and 
working together, and 99 per cent of the time it all works out so 
everyone can climb something. The ice isn’t going anywhere, but the 
pressure on it has grown massively. And the best way to avoid the 
problem of getting scooped at the base of a route that can only hold 
one or at most two parties safely is to be there first.

 My guest was making squeaking 
noises as I veered out of the ruts and 
went for the pass in one of the few 
places you can on the way to The Ghost. 
The truck was bucking like the wild 
horses that live in the area, snow was 
flying, and my extra-travel suspension 
was well past its normal limits. But we 
made it to the parking area first.
 I was out with my pack on my back, 
harrying my guest like a drill sergeant to 
get going when the other truck pulled 
up. The window rolled down and a soft, 
southern US accent said, “Morning. 
Where are y’all going?” 
 And we laid our claim with the 
simple, “Wicked Wanda, you?” 
 “Yeah, we were kinda thinking the 
same.” 
 I eyed the dude up. Young. Skinny. 
Muscles. Looked fast. Shit. We weren’t 
going to beat them on the walk, 
advanced tactics were called for: “Well, 
it’ll probably work with two parties 
after the first pitch if you don’t mind us 
getting going?” 
 “Okay, we’ll have a coffee and let 
you guys get the first bit done.” 

 “Hey, thanks, we’ll get it going now!” 
 Which we did. They still caught us at the base of the route, but 
it all worked out, and it was all smiles for the day. That’s the usual 
outcome. I stashed a couple of Red Bulls under their windshield 
wipers for their trip out to repair any emotional damage I’d done with 
the aggro pass on the way in; you never know when you’re going to 
need a helping hand. 

The truck was bucking 

like the wild horses that 

live in the area, snow was 

flying, and my extra-travel 

suspension was well past its 

normal limits. But we made it 

to the parking area first.

Quentin Roberts belays Tom Livingstone on “Gimme Shelter” WI6 in the the Valley of the Rockies Ten Peaks. 
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words :: Andrew Findlay
photos :: Steve Ogle

One day Larry Dolecki’s son told him he 
wanted to build a hut on Grotto Mountain 
near their home in Canmore, then build 
a trail connecting his hut with daddy’s 
hut—Icefall Lodge—about 150 kilometres 
northwest of Grotto. A child’s imagination 
has a way of evaporating distance and 
logistics with synaptic simplicity.
 At the same time, it’s not all that 
far-fetched. It could be said that a vivid 
imagination coupled with a can-do attitude 
is hereditary. If so, then this mini-Dolecki 
will have size-L boots to fill. What the old 
man has created in his tasty, big mountain, 
backcountry skiing tenure in the Rockies east 
of Bush Arm on Kinbasket Lake, has required 
a strong stomach for taking an imaginative 
leap of faith. 
 On this early February morning at 
helicopter staging in Donald just off the 
TransCanada west of Golden, Larry is more 
air traffic controller than mountain guide 
as he juggles groups flying in and out of his 
flagship operation—Icefall Lodge. A grey 
toque is perched like a melting ice cream cone 
on his head of tousled dark hair, tinged silver. 
His face is tanned a deep, dark brown, and 
creased with crowfeet wrinkles from decades 
of squinting into the intense glare of an alpine 
sun—the hale complexion of a mountain 
man. As Larry chats with the helicopter pilot 
on a two-way radio, Steve Ogle, Cam Shute 
and I organize our gear. Nearby a group 
of Alaskans pace nervously between the 
snowbanks, crossing fingers that a courier 
dispatched by their airline in Calgary will soon 
magically arrive with their bags after none of 
them made the flight connection. 
 Low valley fog is making for challenging 
mountain flying. At any moment, any number 
of the things could go wrong. But on Larry’s 
face is a beatific, what-can-possibly-go-
wrong, expression. The lost ski gear arrives, 
the Alaskans relax, the valley fog clears, and 
after an hour and a half, staging is empty, 
and Larry and I are bouncing down the forest 
service road in his bush-beat truck toward 
our heli pick up at the causeway cutting 
across the head of Bush Arm. 

BACKYARD

THE 
WILD 
WEST
Journey into Larry Land, into the realm of monstrous 

mountains and intricate glaciers, as writer, Andrew Findlay, 

and photographer, Steve Ogle, take aim at Canada’s only 

Haute-Route-esque hut-to-hut ski traverse.

Andrew Findlay skiing down what we thought was a first descent 
but one of Larry's apprentices said he skied it the previous year! 
Alexandra Hut.



Icefall Lodge feels palatial and 
luxurious, which in Larry Land 
is measured more in abundant 

spicy terrain choices than 
chocolates on the pillow, a 

quality that I find endearing.
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 Steve and Cam follow us in their 
vehicle. It’s a long logging road drive, one 
that Larry has done so many times that he 
could navigate it in his sleep. I must admit, 
I’m a little giddy with excitement at what 
lies ahead. Larry’s tenure, or “Larry Land” as 
some of his apprentice guides call it, has a 
reputation that far supersedes the promise 
of his website. One gets the impression that 
he finds the mundane details of marketing 
and web presence to be more of a pain than 
a priority; that the terrain and the skiing 
experience will speak for themselves. But 
it’s his string of mountain huts that has me 
particularly excited. Larry is a trusting soul 
and has given us the greenlight to bite off 
an early season hut-to-hut traverse of his 
tenure; a guided offering that he normally 
doesn’t crank up until the long days and 
more predictably stable snowpacks of the 
spring skiing season.
 But first the back story, which he 
shares with a little prodding as we bump 
along the logging road. 
 “I looked at maps then hiked around in 
the summer. It looked great—snow, access, 
tree skiing. What really got me was the 
big broken glaciers,” he tells me about the 
genesis of his backcountry skiing empire 20 
years ago. “Tree skiing is great, but when 
you get the conditions and weather, it’s 
amazing to get into big alpine terrain.”
 Larry’s homework paid off. His tenure 
boasts big monstrous mountains including 
3,498-metre Mount Lyell (comprised of five 
distinct peaks named after famed Swiss 
mountain guides hired by the Canadian 
Pacific Railway: brothers Edward Feuz Jr, 
Ernest Feuz, and Walter Feuz, along with 
Christian Hasler Jr. and Rudolph Aemmer) 
intricate glacier descents, and precipitous 
valleys with enough cliffy, tight trees to test 
the route-finding skills of even the most 
seasoned ski guide. And now huts, which 
seem to have multiplied faster than a south 
Canmore bunny.
 “My vision was to offer a hut-to-hut 
experience, not that many people do it,” he 
says, shrugging as if he’d be just as happy 
if the only people who did it were keener 
aspiring mountain guides on training weeks 
(he gets many). 

TOP Icefall Range, BC. Heading up from Rostrum Hut. BOTTOM Land 
Clark and Nick Waggoner pointing out new lines at Snowfall Lodge, BC.
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 The empire started with Icefall Lodge back 
in 2005, with his then-business partner and 
fellow mountain guide Jim Gudjonson. After 
Gudjonson exited the partnership, Larry forged 
ahead with his dream of providing a Euro-
style hut-to-hut experience—sort of Canada’s 
answer to the Haute Route. A profusion of hut 
building followed; Lyell Hut, a tin can cabled 
to a rocky bench above the southwest Lyell 
Glacier built in 2013, the Mons, a slightly more 
luxurious tin can, and in 2020 the Alexandra, 
situated deep in the valley of Lyell Creek that 
drains the north face of the Lyell Icefield, 
and the Rostrum perched at tree line beneath 
Iceberg Peak. Last summer, Larry buttoned up 
his latest backcountry build, Waterfall Lodge, 
which he envisions as mostly a base for ice 
climbing. 
 After arriving at Bush Arm, things happen 
quickly. The chopper arrives, we load a dozen 
boxes of groceries destined for Icefall and 
Alexandra, say farewell to Larry, and are soon 
soaring above the braided channels of Icefall 
Brook and the shimmering cascade of Cerberus 
Falls. I recall a few decades ago supervising a 
tree planting contract, late season and high in 
the Bush River valley. Snow dusted the western 
slopes of the Rockies; for a skier like me it 
was so enticing that I almost abandoned my 
planters on the block one day to go exploring. I 
hadn’t been back to these valleys since.  
 Before long, the pilot dumps us off at 
the Mons Hut. The mountains are suddenly 
silent. The sky is a deep, rich blue, the sun 
bright, and the air crisp and refreshing. We set 
off on the seven-kilometre traverse to Lyell 
Hut under sunny skies, rewarded early with a 
300-vertical-metre, north-facing descent on 
perfect powder that puts us on a sloping bench. 
The clear, calm weather morphs into something 
restless during a long traverse toward the toe 
of the southwest Lyell Glacier. Puffing up a 
wind-scoured slope to a rocky knoll, we find 
Lyell Hut, barely an apparition in the shifting 
clouds that now cling to the mountains like 
cotton. The entrance is entombed in a snow 
drift. We dig it out, then shoulder open the door. 
Inside, it’s cold and uninviting. The instructions 
for lighting the propane heater seem simple 
enough; something about sheltering the air 
intake from wind with a jacket. 

Leah Evans and Marie-France Roy at Icefall Brook, BC.
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 “The heater works,” Larry had told us. 
“You just have to be persistent.”
 I fiddle with a lighter and pilot light 
switch for ten minutes, admit defeat, then 
hand the task to Cam, a qualified engineer, 
who puzzles it out tenaciously. 
 Wind gusts, making the guy lines 
that cable the hut to the rocks sing like a 
dissonant choir. It doesn’t let up the following 
morning. We wait, lingering over breakfast 
and multiple coffees, opening the door 
occasionally to glimpse into the murk hoping 
for an opening in the clouds. The map says 
the Feuz brothers are above us, but our eyes 
beg to differ.

 Larry has a soft spot for big, complex 
terrain; in many ways, it’s his unofficial 
backcountry brand. One of his marquee 
runs is the aptly-named “Wild West,” a 
convoluted serac and crevasse-riddled 
descent that we had hoped to ski. But it’s not 
to be. Instead, we follow a GPS track through 
the void, trying to find the alternative exit 
from the upper Lyell Glacier. Steve’s out 
front using a length of seven-millimetre cord 
tied to his ski pole to divine the terrain and 
hopefully avoid a crevasse fall.
 An hour and a half later, we’re eating 
pulled pork nachos at Alexandra Hut and 
sharing laughs with guide, Pierre Hungr, 

who had watched our route finding fail as 
we monkeyed around on cliffs that are easily 
bypassed skier’s right by way of a wide gully.
 “I’m pretty partial to Larry’s tenure 
and operation,” Pierre tells us later. “It may 
not be the most luxurious experience, but 
the terrain is big and challenging. When 
you guide clients down the Wild West in 
perfect corn snow under bluebird skies, it’s 
mind blowing. You can’t get that experience 
anywhere else in Canada.”
 That night, I leaf through a stack of 
photographs and route descriptions, like a 
ransacked library; a level of chaos that would 
appall a tight Swiss mountain guide but in 
Larry Land seems normal, apropos. 
 An appealing thing about recently-
constructed backcountry huts in remote 
terrain is the potential for first ski descents. 
And we plan to attempt one the following 
day, piggybacking on Pierre’s strenuous 
track-setting efforts through a maze of cliffs 
and steep forest to a tree-line, ridgetop far  
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Marie-France Roy at Icefall Range, BC.

Larry has a soft spot for big, complex terrain; in many ways, it’s his 

unofficial backcountry brand. One of his marquee runs is the aptly-

named “Wild West,” a convoluted serac and crevasse-riddled descent 

that we had hoped to ski. 

Larry Dolecki at the staging for Icefall 2022.
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above Lyell Creek. When Pierre drops down 
the frontside with his guests, we slide off the 
other side of the ridge into a wide couloir 
that plummets in a plumbline to the valley 
bottom. It goes smoothly, more or less. 
Fresh wolverine tracks traverse the bottom 
of the couloir, where the three of us gather 
to ponder Steve’s wish to christen the line 
“Dirty Larry.” It’s a premature discussion.
 “Yeah, I skied that. It’s nice,” says a 
young French apprentice guide who we meet 
upon our arrival at Icefall Lodge the next 
day, after a five-hour ski-touring adventure 
that began with tedious side-hilling through 
steep, face-slapping trees and an awkward 
v-shaped creek crossing 
 “I flagged the route, you’ll find it,” Larry 
had assured us. We didn’t.
 Icefall Lodge feels palatial and 

luxurious, which in Larry Land is measured 
more in abundant spicy terrain choices than 
chocolates on the pillow, a quality that I find 
endearing. The mood is boisterous inside. 
Seventeen Alaskans are deep into happy 
hour and the banjos, fiddles, and guitars 
are coming out for a nightly bluegrass jam. 
Madeleine Martin-Preney, the Energizer 
Bunny who powered Leah Evans and 
Marie-France Roy over the Bugs-to-Rogers 
traverse in an adventure captured in the 
Patagonia film Mind Over Mountain, is in the 
dish pit after a full day of guiding.
 “What are you guys planning for 
tomorrow?” she asks, before freely sharing 
her intention to take a few of the Alaskans 
down a Larry Land classic: Groove Tube. 
We’re moving on with the goal of ascending 
Ice Pass and dropping down to Rostrum Hut.

 My threshold of tolerance for bluegrass 
is quickly surpassed, so I escape to the 
woodfired sauna for a steam. Stars twinkle 
in a night sky brimming with promise—
kind of like this backcountry skiing empire 
that promises one thing for certain: a ski 
adventure in the big, burly Rocky Mountains. 
Larry got that right.
 Two days later, Cam, Steve and I are 
playing gin rummy. I’m getting tired of 
losing, but there is a silver lining. Outside, it’s 
snowing—hard. Flights out were cancelled 
this morning and it looks to be the same 
tomorrow. We’re trapped in Larry Land and 
there are far worse places to be. 

Special thanks to Kootenay Rockies Tourism 
for their support.  
www.kootenayrockies.com.

Madeleine Martin-Preney, Marie-France Roy, and Leah Evans on Mt. Arraz, Icefall Range, BC.
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words :: Katrina Rosen
Illustration and photos :: Megan Dunn

When I am outside, I am the best version of myself. Like many of us 
living in the Canadian Rockies, it is only when we are amongst these 
soaring summits that we’re truly free, wild and happy. Dr. Stuart 
Brown says, “Play shapes our brain, helps us foster empathy, helps 
us navigate complex social groups, and is at the core of creativity 
and innovation.” 
 Play for me happens in the wilderness. It is not about 
disconnecting but rather, reconnecting. It’s not an escape. It is 
arriving for Mother Nature to welcome us with open arms, in 
whatever capacity we come. 
 Yet, we can’t always have “epic” experiences. Perhaps we are 
limited by time, or our body is suffering, restricted in what it can do. 
For me, dealing with frustrating undiagnosed calf pain has led me 
to redefine “adventure” for myself. Adventure has had to become 
a state of mind and involve smaller movements, rather than be a 
metaphor for the heroic and ridiculous. 

 When I was injured, I lost the ability to use my legs in the way I’d 
become accustomed—or perhaps, addicted. I could no longer run trails, 
bike single track, or even stand for long. Some days I can’t walk at all. 
And yet, the draw to be in the wilderness remains strong. I acknowledge 
my new limitations, but I’m also very aware of my dreams. 

ADVENTURE ON THE BEATEN PATH

In winter, the Icefields Parkway is often closed due to avalanches, 
ice or blowing snow. There is less traffic and hardly any tourists. 
While the glacier blue lakes are frozen over, the snowy road 
transforms into the perfect place for a fat bike ride and a 
310-kilometre, front-door adventure.
 My girlfriends supported the idea of a ride from Canmore to 
Jasper even knowing they would have to tow me for days. These 
women who I admire for all their grit and determination never made 
fun of me when I rented my first electric fat bike. Instead, they let me 
attach a towline from the back of their bikes to my handlebars as we 
were aware in this seven-day ride, I would run out of battery power 

FRIENDS 
IN HIGH 
PLACES
When injury transforms the  
definition of adventure.

ROAD TRIP
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and any method of recharging before we reached halfway. 
 The four of us pulled on ski goggles, packed bags and pushed 
off into the uncertain. Balancing a bike is effortless, and my new 
ride brought me as much joy as any other bike I had the pleasure of 
spinning. By the time the castle-like formations of the main ranges 
came into view, anxiety and fears spat out from our bike tires: 
squashed into the ice and spun over by new tread. Mount Temple 
shone in the slant of the late afternoon sun. Of course, a train came 
at Morant’s Curve because that is the kind of ride we were on. 
 After two days, I admired my bike leaning against Lake Louise 
hostel, looking so cool and jammed full of necessities (like chips). 
The frame was frosted with ice and a dusting of snow. Then a skier 
breezed by and commented “that’s a cheater bike.” Those words tore 
at me and as tears began to freeze on my cheeks, my friends’ steely 
glare at this soul-crushing comment led the skier to comprehension.
 I may not be burning the same number of calories, but I 
guarantee, I had just as much fun gulping down snowflakes and 
rotating the pedals. 
 I spent the last decade guiding throughout the Alberta Rockies 
and yet heading up Big Bend, I was no longer in the lead. My teeth 
froze from smiling so large as I felt the tug of the line helping me 
on the mountain pass. The line was taut, and my friends carried me 
along. The summits soared bigger and brighter than ever before. It 
amazes me how many opportunities await us out our front doors if 
we open them. These chances are the real guides, our mentors. 
 Winter hit in a big way by night five at Beauty Creek hostel, and 
we were tested with shaky limbs and white fingertips as we struggled 
to get the pilot light started. Dusk turned to dark night as we sang, 
laughed and, most importantly, relished the moment. 
 The next morning, the four of us cuddled in our colourful jackets 
and down booties and gave ourselves time to watch the sky change 
colour, alighting the winter wonderland. Everything I had craved from 

this adventure had been given. I looked up to the mountaintops. Just 
as pressure, time and nature have sculpted these limestone peaks, 
we all hold the ability to change. When we let go of competition and 
comparison—instead just deeply breathing in the crisp alpine air, life 
is better. 
 Thank you, friends, for staying attached to me, and for knowing 
how important it is for us to live our passions, no matter what that 
looks like. 

Katrina Rosen is the author of With you by Bike, a story of one 
couple’s life changing journey around the world.

Mitten-clad snack break.  MEGAN DUNN
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Wednesday, April 1, 2020 

I clip my ski boots into their bindings and pull goggles down over my 
eyes; echoes of whoops and hollers rise above the trees at Kimberley 
Alpine Resort. There are about ten centimetres of fresh snow on the 
ground and the stoke is audibly infectious. It looks and sounds like 
any other powder day in this small mountain town: the white canvas 
of each run thoroughly laced with tracks. With the sun out and the 
sky blue, this promises to be one of the best ski days of the year. 
 Missing from the ambience is the familiar hum of the lift station 
turning and the occasional siren of a patroller’s snowmobile. The ski 
hill is closed, and has been, for about two weeks. 
 In the spring of 2020, the early days of the COVID pandemic, 
Kimberley Alpine Resort ceased operations for the season. With 
businesses suddenly closed and a month of spring skiing remaining, 
countless out-of-work locals took to the idle hill to continue getting 
their turns in. Most did so with the aid of backcountry touring 
equipment, while others walked or snowshoed directly up the hill 
carrying their skis and snowboards on their backs. Some donned skins 
and touring bindings for the first time ever, while for others this was 
business as usual. 
 “Skinning the hill for me was the perfect escape to spend time 
outside in my own backyard, good medicine for mountain folks such as 

myself and for many of my friends,” says local ski bum Marc Trudeau. 
 With the lifts silent but snow still in great abundance, the quad-
burning ascent up the skin track quickly became the most popular 
form of exercise in Kimberley as well as one of the last acceptable 
social activities.

Saturday, December 18, 2021

The upper lift control station sits smoldering atop Kimberley Alpine Resort. 
After a challenging season prior, businesses and accommodation 
providers around town are excited to welcome a new ski season and 
a return to a semblance of normalcy. But as the sun rose on what 
should have been a busy opening day, residents and businesses  
woke to the news that another ski season had gone up in smoke.  
The callous act of arson saw the ski hill and much of the town quickly 
disabled. Once again, local businesses were scrambling: trying to 
salvage what they could from what should have been a livelihood-
saving winter season. A town, whose sole existence is predicated 
on tourism, was instantly brought to its knees. This was a knockout 
punch after a series of glancing blows. Amid the collective despair, 
many reached for their skins and took to the up-track once again to 
seek respite from what was to become another long winter. 

AN UPHILL BATTLE
words and photos :: Steve Tersmette 

The up-track at Kimberley Alpine Resort was the first sanctioned and designated skin track at a Canadian ski resort, although the route had 
been well used for years prior under the cover of darkness. The decision to establish an in-bounds skin track came ahead of the 2018-2019 

ski season, with the population of Kimberley booming and the popularity of outdoor recreation soaring. To maintain safety and avoid conflicts 
among downhill users, equipment, and workers, the unofficial route on the run Boundary became endorsed after many years of contemplation. 

The inclusion of a formal up-track solidified Kimberley as a hardcore mountain town.

COMMUNITY

On the uptrack 
at Kimberley 

Alpine Resort.
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Rising to meet the challenge

The ski hill reacted quickly, securing three cats to shuttle skiers to 
the top of the hill and providing access to the backside of the resort, 
as well as the two remaining operational lifts. Snowmobiles were 
employed to ferry ski gear to the base of another chairlift for those 
who opted to hike the 20-or-so minutes along the service road. 
Others simply skinned up and over. For many, life would go on—one 
gravity-defying step at a time.
 Many businesses in town found themselves on life support with 
losses quickly piling up. “We are counting on and looking forward to 
a surplus of pent-up demand going into the 2022/2023 ski season,” 
says Jesse Ferguson, general manager of the Northstar Group, 
Kimberley’s largest accommodation provider. 
 While the pandemic resulted in nothing less than a two-year-
long rollercoaster ride for the business, the announcement of the 
arson resulted in the immediate cancellation of nearly 90 per cent of 
the group’s winter 2022 season’s bookings. Rooms, condominiums 
and rental homes sat empty through what is normally their busiest 
season. All they could do was idle and look forward to summer. 
 The city of Kimberley is no stranger to adversity—just ask 
Michelle and Nils Fuhge, owners of The Old Bauernhaus Restaurant 
for more than 23 years. When the Sullivan Mine closed in 2001, the 
city lost its key industry, businesses closed and there was a minor 
exodus from town. 9/11 kept American travellers at bay and shook 
global tourism for years. The worldwide economic recession of 2008 
lingered in the years that followed, with many local shop owners 
shuttering their businesses or forced into retirement. A lengthy 
evacuation alert due to nearby wildfires stymied tourism for much of 
the 2018 summer months. 
 The Fuhge’s restaurant has been in a constant state of flux since 
day one, and the past three years have certainly been no exception. 

“With 23 years of constant pressure to adapt, I feel we were prepared 
for COVID on a certain level,” says Michelle Fuhge. “Last winter’s 
‘incident’ was definitely a shock. It changed the nature of our town. 
However, we can thank our local guests once again for getting us 
through.” While Michelle estimates that their revenue is down about 
33 per cent, adjustments that include a smaller menu, and reduced 
hours and staffing have helped offset the damage.
 While Kimberley could be considered a microcosm within a 
larger economic picture, the impacts of a downturn in a small tourist 
town cut even more deeply.

A year later

Walking Kimberley’s downtown Platzl today, it’s easy to mistake 
the “open” signs and bustling sidewalks as a sign of prosperity. 
Many of these businesses reached deep into their own pockets to 
keep the lights on, pay their employees, and stock inventory on the 
shelves. Matt Lamb, general manager of the Kimberley Chamber 
of Commerce, is contemplative as he twists a mug of beer in his 
hands at a local watering hole. Matt has had a front row seat to the 
many highs and lows of the business community over the past few 
years and has witnessed their devastation, heartbreak, desperation, 
perseverance, and success. Similar to Michelle Fuhge, he credits the 
dedication of local business owners and a community that stepped up 
to rally around their own.
 As for Kimberley Alpine Resort, the North Star Quad’s upper 
mountain control station is expected to be operational in time for the 
2022/2023 ski season. As the chairlift starts spinning once again, 
many will choose to forego the lift and take to the skin track. It has 
become a beacon of hope for locals throughout the past few years in 
a town now defined by its incredible resilience. It is hard work, but the 
reward for fighting to the top is always worth the effort. 

LEFT The upper lift station ablaze. RIGHT Shawn Emmett (left) and Marc Trudeau (right).
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SPOTLIGHT

Film: Lunaski

Filmmaker: Pro skier Rob Heule

Why night skiing: “I’m so intrigued by 

the light from a full moon in an alpine 

environment. It casts shadows similar to 

the sun, and illuminates the snow in a 

magnificent way. I spend almost every full 

moon in the winter out in the mountains  

 

 

on my skis. The easiest way to make this 

possible is to stay in different huts or my 

truck camper, and have a home base to 

come back to after being out shooting for 

the night. I hope this video inspires others 

to go out and explore in an unfamiliar or 

challenging environment while having a good 

time doing the sport they love!"

 
Locations: Icefields Parkway, Purcells, Fernie

Skiers: Rob Heule, Kevin Hjertaas,  

Colin Puskas and John Fache 

 
Cinematography and photography by Kyle 

Gibson, Graeme Meiklejohn and Dane Ulsifer. 

Lunaski will be featured by The North Face 

on YouTube beginning in November 2022. 

 KYLE GIBSON

Follow @robheule on Instagram for updates. 
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Chasing Rivers, a memoir by 
Canadian wilderness guide Tamar 
Glouberman, is immensely readable 
and has a sassy and thoughtful 
tone. The book recounts her life as 
a whitewater kayaking and rafting 
guide, often the only female on 
staff, at a time when the narrative 

was largely constructed by men. The author is not shy about tackling 
misogyny, mental health, sexuality and risk in her book—all part of 
her decades of experience on the water. Glouberman draws you into 
the wilderness, but boldly diminishes any preconceived notions of 
it as a place of peace and serenity; there is turbulence, energy and 
power in the water.
 Glouberman faces sexism and tests of fortitude at every turn, 
which drive her harder than ever to prove herself worthy of guide status. 
She has bouts of PTSD after several dangerous situations turn for the 
worse and she’s made to live with the repercussions of her actions, 
often blaming herself for accidents that were likely unavoidable. 

 Time after time, Glouberman heads back on the water seeking 
reassurance and comfort in the flow of the rivers she loves. The best 
parts of this book are the lyrical landscape impressions painted of 
the wild rivers of the Canadian North. Remote and unforgiving, the 
Tatshenshini, Chilko and Firth rivers pull the reader in and under.
 Whether or not intended, Chasing Rivers can’t help but be 
a book about female empowerment and the inner strength of 
women who are cast into desperate situations, both physical and 
mental. Glouberman never explicitly confesses a desire to mentor 
a generation of young women at her heels, but it’s hard to imagine 
that this book won’t impact women who read it and inspire them to 
venture forth and dive deep into the waters of their own ability.  
 Chasing Rivers isn’t just for women either, it’s for anyone who 
has ever set out on a journey and returned a changed person. There’s 
a familiarity of experience here that us mountain folk can all relate 
to and learn from. Chasing Rivers reminds us to pursue our dreams—
we may find peaceful eddies along the way or charge through the 
rapids at full speed. Both are equally rewarding and shape us into the 
adventurers we hope to be. –Joanna Croston

BOOK REVIEWS
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Kazim Ali’s book Northern Light is 
half memoir and half environmental 
reportage, but ultimately it’s a book 
about belonging and connection 
to place. Ali, like many Canadians, 
was born to immigrant parents. As a 

queer South Asian, his roots lie in India, Pakistan, the UK, Canada and 
now the US, and Northern Light is an expression of the complexity of 
his heritage and identity.
 Having spent a few of his most impressionable years in northern 
Manitoba in a temporary work camp called Jenpeg near the Indigenous 
community of Cross Lake, Ali seeks to confirm the accuracy of 
his nostalgic, remote upbringing. In what begins as a curiosity, Ali 
discovers that the story of Jenpeg and Cross Lake goes deeper and 
is more sinister than his childhood memory allows. He decides to 
investigate further, and is invited by an Indigenous Cross Lake Elder to 
return to the now defunct site of Jengpeg and observe for himself.

 During his visit, Ali meets and listens to locals and is forced 
to grapple with hard truths about his family’s involvement in the 
construction of a Manitoba Hydro dam project built on unceded territory 
that has affected the Indigenous Cree in the region for decades. 
 The significance of Northern Light and its publishing in this 
particular moment of history should not go unnoticed; it is a timely 
and poignant read. Ali effectively captures the angst of our times and 
many of today’s current issues are touched upon: LGBTQ rights and 
gender identity, Canada’s residential school system, environmental 
degradation, and Indigenous land rights, to list just a few.  
 Ali is a recognized primarily as a poet, and the style in which he 
describes the northern landscape is wonderful and resonated deeply 
with me—as did his pop culture references of growing up in 1970s 
Canada. What Ali has clearly discovered in this book is the complexly 
woven tapestry that is Canada. Northern Light both astonishes and 
inspires the reader to dig deeper into what identity and ancestry truly 
mean. –Joanna Croston 

CHASING RIVERS: A WHITEWATER LIFE  
TAMAR GLOUBERMAN 
 
 
DOUGLAS & MCINTYRE, 2022

NORTHERN LIGHT: POWER, LAND AND THE MEMORY  
OF WATER 
KAZIM ALI
 
 
MILKWEED EDITIONS, 2021
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DECISION-MAKING 
IN THE FACE OF 
UNCERTAINTY

GUIDEBOOK
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ACMG/IFMGA Mountain Guide and Parks Canada Visitor Safety 
Specialist, Steve Holeczi, discusses the role of chance in mountain 
adventures and how to assess the unknown. 

Uncertainty (noun) definition: the state of being uncertain; doubt; 
hesitancy. Uncertainty stems from not having enough information to 
reliably estimate an event’s likelihood or potential outcomes. This is 
true in all aspects of life, including decision-making in the mountains. 
 Every person deals with uncertainty and the feelings it creates in 
their daily lives. Which job to take? High- or low-risk investments? Or 
more recently, how to navigate COVID? When people make decisions 
under uncertainty, they may not know if they made a good choice 
until much later—if at all. Humans naturally want answers, even 
when answers may not be available.
 Decisions in the mountains are no different. The night 
before certain alpine climbs or ski descents I often grappled with 
uncertainty, lying awake wondering whether chance would be on our 
side if my partners and I took the risk. The level of doubt this caused 
mainly depended on the hazards—potential sources of harm—to 
which we were considering exposing ourselves.
 All mountain hazards have varying levels of uncertainty. For 
example, on the extreme end, a serac is entirely uncertain. We have 
no idea when or if it will collapse, but we know the worst outcomes 
would be severe. It may be a small chance that the serac collapses in 
the short time you are exposed, but do you accept that risk knowing 
what would happen? We may know more about other hazards such 
as near-surface avalanche problems or muddy trails. With hazards 
that have less uncertainty, chance may play a role in the outcomes, 
but much of the risk can be reduced with skill and experience. 
Knowing which hazards have more, or less, uncertainty is important, 
but it takes time to assess. 
 It also takes time to get a sense of how comfortable you are 
with uncertainty and what chances you are willing to take. Personally, 
there have been times when I wanted to take risks in highly-uncertain 
mountain environments. Skill was a part of risk management (waiting 
for conditions, moving fast), but I chose to go knowing chance played 
the most significant role between survival and catastrophe. I craved 
that experience because I reconciled that the reward was worth the 
risk. Other times it felt like the reward wasn’t worth it and I didn’t go. My 
risk tolerance has changed over time, and now I prefer trips with fewer 
sources of uncertainty where I can mainly manage the risks with skill.
 The mountains can be daunting, but having a process for 
decision-making can help us produce better choices over time and 
result in less intimidating decisions in the future. Here are some 
factors to consider before heading on your next adventure.

Communicating risk tolerance

Risk tolerance fluctuates; making a concerted effort to understand 
and communicate this with your partner before choosing an objective 
is crucial. It’s not a math equation, and factors may fluctuate, but 
the best question people can ask about risk tolerance is: “Are we 
generally on the same page?” Every major decision should come back 
to this once out in the mountains. 

Acknowledging the uncertainty 

When out in the mountains, identify which hazards are high in 
uncertainty, and which are not. Can uncertainty about the potential 
outcomes be reduced? For some hazards like seracs, hanging ice 
daggers, or deeply buried avalanche problems we can’t reduce the 
uncertainty beyond conventional wisdom, it is what it is; for others 
we can. For example, if someone is contemplating a snow bridge 
to cross on a glacier, they can potentially reduce uncertainty by 
obtaining information: probing to find the edge of the bridge and 
determining its width and thickness. Uncertainty about snow bridges 
can’t be brought to zero, but the point is that if the information 
is easy to get, then get it. From there, consider the risk, ways to 
manage it, and whether an option seems reasonable to the group’s 
risk tolerance. The risk starts once they step onto the bridge. For 
experienced people, this decision process doesn’t take a long time. 
Practicing this process is worth it; acknowledging the uncertainty up 
front gives the most realistic picture of what the risk may be.

Reflecting on decisions

To learn from decisions made in highly-uncertain environments, 
the process that led to the decision is more important than the 
outcome; this concept is called decision quality. When the answer 
isn’t clear, people often rely on whether a positive or negative 
outcome occurred to determine whether good decisions were made. 
Although outcomes do matter, this way of thinking isn’t a reliable 
metric in these situations, because we can control the quality of  
the decision process, but when we act on them we don’t control  
the outcomes. 
 For example, a group decided on a waterfall ice climb. They 
were generally on the same page about their risk tolerance and 
acknowledged the higher uncertainty of hanging ice daggers above 
the route and possible outcomes. They discussed the risk, the 
ways to manage it (belaying in a cave, taking a climbing line as far 
away as possible from falling ice), and decided it was reasonable 
to take the chance. If one of the daggers fell off during the climb 
and injured or killed someone, people may assume they made 
poor choices. If the process was reasonable, then it wasn’t a bad 
decision. That’s the reality of uncertain environments. 
 In an alternate scenario, a group went to the same ice climb 
but didn’t discuss their risk tolerance for the day. One member of 
the group didn’t know much about hanging ice daggers, and there 
was no discussion about the daggers or possible outcomes. There 
was also no discussion about how to manage the risk. The group 
may get to the top of the climb without incident, but it doesn’t 
mean they made good choices. The process to get to the decision 
was poor.
 The mountains are full of uncertainty, and many decisions 
are mainly based on subjective information and the psychology of 
the people making them. Ultimately, taking risks in the mountains 
requires some luck over time to come out unscathed, but 
acknowledging uncertainty and making higher quality decisions can 
reduce the frequency that hope is used as a strategy. 

Steve Holeczi and his client cross quickly under a serac on the south face of Mount Robson.  GRANT STATHAM, ILLUSTRATION BY JESSA GILBERT
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A heart of gold.

tourismgolden.com
A heart of gold.

What you see, is what you get.
tourismgolden.com

A heart of gold.

For blogs featuring useful tips, insider 
information,  videos great stories on 

winter adventures in Golden visit:

tourismgolden.com/
blogs

  Get 
insider info

Head to Golden, B.C. for your winter adventure.
Located in the Canadian Rockies with some 
of the driest and most abundant champagne 
powder in Canada, Golden B.C. is a paradise 
for the serious skier. The British Columbia ski 
region – and home of the legendary Kicking 
Horse Mountain Resort – not only offers superb 
skiing and boarding, but is a gateway for all 
kinds of winter adventure.

Kicking Horse Mountain Resort is renowned for 
its breath-taking views, legendary terrain and 
some of the best snow on the planet.  While at 
the resort, there are opportunities for all levels 
of ability. Hire a ski instructor, for the day or 
a mountain guide to help you explore the best 
of the terrain. If you’d like a change of scenery, 
you’ll find four other famous ski resorts within 
a two hour drive: Lake Louise, Revelstoke, 
Sunshine Village and Panorama.

If you are looking to get into the backcountry, 
book your heli or cat ski adventure in Golden, 
B.C. With 3 heli-ski operators and 1 cat ski 
operator you are sure to find the perfect guided 
experience for you and your group. If you are 
venturing into the backcountry alone, make 
sure you are prepared by taking any necessary 
training courses for avalanche safety, and 
mountain travel. Make sure you are aware of any 
winter permits required for the areas you are 
visiting. Safety is your responsibility.

During the winter, Golden is a wonderland 
for the whole family to enjoy.  Families and 

non-skiers will find great activities such as 
cross country skiing and snowshoeing. Cross-
country skiing in Golden offers groomed classic 
and skate ski trails, and numerous options for 
creating your own tracks across frozen lakes and 
through forests. The Dawn Mountain Nordic 
Centre at Kicking Horse offers over 33 km of 
groomed skate and classic trails, suitable for 
everyone from beginner to expert.

While in Golden, book a guided snowmobile 
tours. Zip along established trail routes through 
forests with family and friends. Sledding in 
Golden offers beautiful scenery, terrain, light and 
dry snow conditions and convenient location. 
Golden has plenty of choices for snowmobilers 
to play with, offering over 240km of groomed 
trails, and four maintained areas.

With plenty of accommodation options, such 
as luxury mountain homes, charming rustic 
cabins and full service hotels, Golden is the 
ideal place to enjoy a vacation in the majestic 
Canadian Rockies.

Winters in Golden are busy with exciting events 
such as the Freeride World Tour, January 13th-
18th 2023. Check out our events calendar for 
live performances, art exhibits, concerts, and 
featured outdoor events happening this winter.

Start planning:  tourismgolden.com/life

FREE! Golden  
Destination APP 
Find accommodations, places to eat 
and drink, activities, attractions, and 
events to match your interests and 
create your very own custom itinerary 
and trip plan.

tourismgolden.com/localapp

Mistaya Lodge
Helicopter access only! In the heart of the 
Canadian Rockies. Extensive glaciated 
terrain, glades and tree skiing for novice 
to expert backcountry skiers.

1-866-647-8292
www.mistayalodge.com
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What you see, is what you get.
tourismgolden.com
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winter adventures in Golden visit:

tourismgolden.com/
blogs

  Get 
insider info

Head to Golden, B.C. for your winter adventure.
Located in the Canadian Rockies with some 
of the driest and most abundant champagne 
powder in Canada, Golden B.C. is a paradise 
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Kicking Horse Mountain Resort is renowned for 
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Sunshine Village and Panorama.

If you are looking to get into the backcountry, 
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experience for you and your group. If you are 
venturing into the backcountry alone, make 
sure you are prepared by taking any necessary 
training courses for avalanche safety, and 
mountain travel. Make sure you are aware of any 
winter permits required for the areas you are 
visiting. Safety is your responsibility.

During the winter, Golden is a wonderland 
for the whole family to enjoy.  Families and 

non-skiers will find great activities such as 
cross country skiing and snowshoeing. Cross-
country skiing in Golden offers groomed classic 
and skate ski trails, and numerous options for 
creating your own tracks across frozen lakes and 
through forests. The Dawn Mountain Nordic 
Centre at Kicking Horse offers over 33 km of 
groomed skate and classic trails, suitable for 
everyone from beginner to expert.

While in Golden, book a guided snowmobile 
tours. Zip along established trail routes through 
forests with family and friends. Sledding in 
Golden offers beautiful scenery, terrain, light and 
dry snow conditions and convenient location. 
Golden has plenty of choices for snowmobilers 
to play with, offering over 240km of groomed 
trails, and four maintained areas.

With plenty of accommodation options, such 
as luxury mountain homes, charming rustic 
cabins and full service hotels, Golden is the 
ideal place to enjoy a vacation in the majestic 
Canadian Rockies.

Winters in Golden are busy with exciting events 
such as the Freeride World Tour, January 13th-
18th 2023. Check out our events calendar for 
live performances, art exhibits, concerts, and 
featured outdoor events happening this winter.

Start planning:  tourismgolden.com/life

FREE! Golden  
Destination APP 
Find accommodations, places to eat 
and drink, activities, attractions, and 
events to match your interests and 
create your very own custom itinerary 
and trip plan.

tourismgolden.com/localapp

Mistaya Lodge
Helicopter access only! In the heart of the 
Canadian Rockies. Extensive glaciated 
terrain, glades and tree skiing for novice 
to expert backcountry skiers.

1-866-647-8292
www.mistayalodge.com
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Rider Chuck LM, with Andrew Jackson throwing horns in the splash zone. Revelstoke, BC.  OLLY HOGAN
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Alex Armstrong making the most of a February cold snap at Revelstoke, BC.  STEVE SHANNON
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Cory Seaman at Blanket Glacier Chalet, BC.  ZOYA LYNCH
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Dunkirk Mountain looking moody.  ZOYA LYNCH
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Carter McMillan, Sol Mountain Lodge, BC.  RYAN CREARY
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Wilbur (Willy) Connor, a long-term Bow Valley resident and his friend, Shaun. This is Willy in his younger days when he used to follow the up-track and then hop into Shaun’s 
backpack for the ski down. Nowadays, ,Willy likes to watch ski videos by the fire.  DAN RAFLA
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Still shot of skier Rob Heule from Lunaski film.  KYLE GIBSON



YOUR NEXT TOFINO ADVENTURE
The first swells of the season start to arrive, and with empty beaches, lower rates, 

Fall discount packages, and an atmosphere that makes you want to cozy up by the fire... 

Laidback luxury awaits you... BOOK TODAY!
Call 1.800.565.2322  /  pacificsands.com
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1. Part of their new climate-neutral collection, the ORTOVOX FLEECE GRID HOODY is light but warm. Lined with Merino wool, 
you’ll want to wear it day in and day out. Its stretchability and easy-on-the-eyes look will transition from the slopes to après 
in comfort and style. Available in both men’s and women’s fit at www.vertical-addiction.com // 2. A freeride ski that doubles 
as an all-mountain ski for those who want ultimate versatility on the mountain. ELAN’S RIPSTICK 96 is a unique blend of 
lightweight performance, dynamic power and precision. It's wide enough to handle powder, yet narrow enough in the waist 
to grip and rip on the front side. www.bit.ly/elan-ripstick // 3. A winter glove with anti-smell lining, you say? Count us in! 
SWANY’S X-PLORER glove is made to handle anything winter can throw at you. The extra-warm Triplex Alpha insulation and 
stem finger construction keep fingertips warm while remaining waterproof and breathable. Handwarmer pockets, pre-curved 
fingers and full leather palms come standard on these timeless beauties. www.swanycanada.com // 4. A huge leap forward 
for backcountry safety, the MICON LITRIC(TM) AVALANCHE AIRBAG is your new go-to pack. The bright minds at Arc’teryx 
and Ortovox have spent the last 12 years designing and refining this bag to be as lightweight and easy to use as possible, with an 
electric system that you can deploy multiple times and recharge, even out in the backcountry. www.litricavalanchesafety.com // 
5. The YETI ROADIE 48 WHEELED COOLER is built for navigating tailgate crowds and taking lunches to go, with the same 
cold-holding power you’d expect from a Tundra Cooler. And from the handle to the durable wheels, this thing is virtually 
indestructible. www.yeti.ca // 6. The most underrated piece of winter gear, socks can make or break a cold day. DAHLGREN 
has pioneered and patented a system that absorbs moisture created by your foot and continually moves it up and out of 
the sock to where it can evaporate, leading to drier, more comfortable feet. Available in a ton of great gender-neutral colour 
combos, you can’t go wrong with these ones as a holiday gift. Toasty toes for the win! www.dahlgrensocks.ca 
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www.ofcabbagesandkings.ca

POTTERY STUDIO

711 Spring Creek Drive 
Canmore

Over 30 years in the Bow Valley

POTTERY STUDIO

vertical-addiction.com
1300 Railway Ave, Canmore

403-609-8226

Hit the slopes in style
Functional, durable, stylish clothing
sourced from experience.
Independent, Homegrown and
Mountain Raised since 2005.

BIG. WILD.

flavour.

bowvalleybbq.com    |    @BOWVALLEYBBQ
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7. Up your organization game with the RUX ESSENTIALS SET. Using the collapsible, weatherproof, and easy-to-carry 70-litre 
pack as your base, securely connect the additional 25-litre bag for grab-and-go storage, and top it off with a 3-litre pocket 
that allows you to safely stash your small valuables. www.rux.life/products/rux-essentials-set  // 8. Editor’s choice: On 
multi-day trips and multi-sport days, the WOMEN’S AURA AG 65L PACK from Osprey is a great fit. This versatile pack features 
adjustability in virtually every direction (a little something Osprey calls “gravity-defying” comfort) and a patented mesh panel 
that keeps it off the back for breathability. For a 65-litre pack with a ton of storage and organization options, it also cinches 
down nicely to double as a daypack, making it handy for short jaunts from basecamp. www.osprey.com  // 9. Equally at home 
exploring deep snow, bumps, and trees, NORDICA’S UNLEASHED 98 W is the perfect daily driver for adventurous skiers. To 
amplify your confidence, it pairs a wood core with carbon and a sheet of terrain-specific metal. This design boosts edge hold 
and dampens vibrations for an exceptionally smooth ride. Its rocker profile thrives in any terrain and all conditions while the 
traditional camber underfoot offers exceptional response and plenty of pop. Combine all this with an early-rise tip and tail for 
additional floatation and you’ll never want to leave the slopes. www.nordica.com // 10. The women's and men's R2 TECH 
FACE JACKET AND HOODY is a classic go-to mid-layer. The outside of this stretchy and breathable tech fleece resists wind, 
light precip and abrasion and slides easily under a shell. As always with Patagonia, it ’s Fair Trade Certified™ sewn, and the 
plush, high-pile fleece interior (made of polyester from recycled pop bottles) keeps you toasty. www.monodsports.com // 
11. The KHROMA KINETIC JACKET is Rab’s softest ski mountaineering hardshell. Their signature Proflex fabric is a trifecta 
of backcountry comfort: it ’s stretchy, breathable and durable. Forget about strain and struggles, the shell’s flexibility makes 
transitions in the mountains smooth like butter. And the stretch and breathability don’t come at the expense of durability: the 
fabric’s tight weave practically repels damage from rocks, trees, ice axes, alders and the like. Check it out, with matching bib 
pants at www.rab.equipment/ca 
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Wild Life Distillery enjoys the journey as much as the 

destination; carefully formulating, redefining and 

designing each of their craft spirits along the way. 

Quality grain, Rocky Mountain water, and a meticulous 

distilling process help these spirits fl ow from the Bow 

Valley to Albertans across the province. Founded in 2017, 

by Bow Valley locals, Matt Widmer and Keith Robinson, 

the Canmore-based company is home to award-winning 

vodka, gin, amaro, and now, canned craft cocktails.

“Since day one, the opportunity and demand for canned 

cocktails in the valley was palpable. But, we wanted to 

focus on the distilling process fi rst; focus on building a 

core lineup of quality products; focus on building a team 

of quality people, and only then did we venture into the 

canned beverage realm,” says Widmer.

The 2022 announcement of WLD Canned Cocktails is the 

culmination of a project spanning fi ve years. The team’s 

goal was to create beverages with balanced fl avour that 

would be ready-to-drink in the mountains—beverages 

that taste as good as they look.

“These new fl avours from Wild Life are designed with 

your next backcountry trip in mind,” says Robinson. 

“Whether you’re hiking, biking, skiing, climbing or just 

out for a good old-fashioned tailgate, there’s a WLD Can 

for every occasion.”

Available at select retailers around Alberta.

WildLifeDistillery.ca

WLD in Nature.
Wild Life Distillery enjoys the journey as much as the 

destination; carefully formulating, redefining and 

designing each of their craft spirits along the way. 

Quality grain, Rocky Mountain water, and a meticulous 
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“Since day one, the opportunity and demand for canned 

cocktails in the valley was palpable. But, we wanted to 

focus on the distilling process fi rst; focus on building a 

core lineup of quality products; focus on building a team 

of quality people, and only then did we venture into the 

canned beverage realm,” says Widmer.

The 2022 announcement of WLD Canned Cocktails is the 
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goal was to create beverages with balanced fl avour that 

would be ready-to-drink in the mountains—beverages 

that taste as good as they look.
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12. Never worry about getting chilly buns again. For those born cold, the PHOENIX PANT is simply the warmest layering option 
for your legs. Period. Using lightweight, Primaloft Thermoplume insulation, Orage has created a top-notch layering piece that is 
perfect for those ultra-cold days on the mountain. www.orage.com // 13. Manufactured in Italy’s Dolomites, the customized 
PULSE PROFIT LINER fills the gaps between the skier’s foot and the shell providing unparalleled performance, control and 
comfort. The fitters at Pulse work with every skier to find the perfect balance, backed by the industry’s best guarantee. www.
pulsebootlab.com // 14.The women’s TRES 3-IN-1 is a waterproof and windproof stretch-twill parka designed to make you 
feel impermeable to winter’s worst tricks. This toasty coat is insulated with 700-fill 100% recycled duck and goose down 
that has been reclaimed from used down products, which we love. Sunshine and bluebirds? The puffy inner jacket will 
keep you cozy. Ice daggers falling from the sky? Armour up with the insulated shell on top! www.patagoniaelements.ca //  
15. THE NORTH FACE WOMEN’S SUMMIT BREITHORN 50/50 HOODIE is the ideal mid-layer for high-output activities, 
utilizing 800-fill ProDown to deliver warmth in challenging conditions. And a lightweight design helps you move farther, faster. 
www.thenorthface.com // 16. Fresh tracks to hardpack, the new SENDER 106 TI is your ticket to ride the whole mountain. 
With double LCT, Air Tip technology, dampening technology, and lightweight Paulownia wood core, the ski has it all to fly beyond 
the boundaries and roll through mixed conditions without hesitation. www.rossignol.com // 17. Looking for a jacket that hits 
both ends of the breathability/waterproof scale? Made for deep powder days, the GARIBALDI INFINITY JACKET features 
upgraded LIFA Infinity™ technology that sets a new industry standard for responsible waterproof/breathable outerwear. The 
jacket also features 100% recycled face fabric and PFC-free DWR treatment to keep you dry out there. www.hellyhansen.com 
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Summertime and the hills are brimming with life—with lush, green meadows and a sea of colourful 
wildflowers. Fall tiptoes in and the fauna puts on one last show, bursting with vibrant orange and 
yellow hues. Soon will come winter, the landscape in a frozen state, preserving itself through to spring.

This illustration began with two photographs taken at the same location, two and a half months apart. 
While shooting the fall photo, a snow squall pushed through the area which I recreated by adding 
another snowy layer for effect. –Eric Frigon
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WWW.RAB.EQUIPMENT

KANGRI GTX JACKET 
Robust and reliable 3-Layer GORE-TEX waterproof jacket for 
mountain adventures in all conditions.

WWW.RAB.EQUIPMENT

Expertly balancing protection and performance, the 
Khroma range is for those who dream big and ski hard. 
Engineered for self-propelled backcountry skiers and 
dedicated ski mountaineers, Khroma is equipped for 
everything from steep ascents, to technical couloirs 

and exposed faces.
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